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Nonintrusive Experimental Aeroelastic Analysis of a Highly
Flexible Wing

Christoph Mertens,∗ José L. Costa Fernández,† Jurij Sodja,‡ Andrea Sciacchitano,§ and

Bas W. van Oudheusden§

Delft University of Technology, 2629 HS Delft, The Netherlands

https://doi.org/10.2514/1.J062476

The aeroelastic response of the Delft–Pazy wing to steady and periodic unsteady inflow conditions is analyzed

experimentally. The Delft–Pazy wing is a highly flexible wing model based on the benchmark Pazy wing (Avin, O.,

Raveh, D. E., Drachinsky, A., Ben-Shmuel, Y., and Tur, M., “Experimental Aeroelastic Benchmark of a Very Flexible

Wing,”AIAA Journal, Vol. 60, No. 3, 2022, pp. 1745–1768) and exhibits wingtip displacements of more than 24% of the

span in the present study. The nonintrusive measurements are performed with an integrated optical approach that

provides combined measurements of the structural response of the wing and the unsteady flowfield around it. The

aeroelastic loads acting on thewingare derivedusingphysicalmodels andvalidated against forcebalancemeasurements,

showing a good agreement for all considered inflow conditions. The analysis of the aeroelastic response of thewing to the

unsteady inflowproduced by a gust generator shows that both structural and aerodynamic responses depend strongly on

the frequency of the gust. The results of this study providea characterization of the aeroelastic behavior of theDelft–Pazy

wing and can serve as a reference for the development of novel and improved nonlinear aeroelastic simulation models.

Nomenclature

Cl = section lift coefficient
c = chord length, m
d = distance from the wing, m
F = force, N
f = frequency, Hz
I = inertial force, N
k = reduced frequency
L = lift, N
N = number of integration contours for averaging
s = wingspan, m
T = period, s
t = time, s
U∞ = freestream velocity, m ⋅ s−1
u = streamwise velocity component, m ⋅ s−1
v = crossflow velocity component, m ⋅ s−1
w = wing out-of-plane deflection, m
x = streamwise coordinate
y = crossflow coordinate
z = spanwise coordinate
α = angle of attack, deg
β = gust vane angle, deg
Γb = bound circulation, m2∕s
Γp = partial bound circulation, m2∕s
Δ = difference
δ = residual
ϵ = twist angle, deg

μ = mass per unit span, kg ⋅m−1

ρ = air density, kg∕m3

σ = standard deviation
Φ = phase shift, deg

Subscripts

B = balance measurement
e = effective
FEM = finite element model
GVT = ground vibration test
g = gust
LE = leading edge
TE = trailing edge
ref = reference
v = motion-induced
x = streamwise component
y = crossflow component

Superscript

0 = sectional force, per unit span

I. Introduction

A CURRENT trend in aviation is toward the use ofmore flexible
lifting structures, mainly driven by the desire to improve

efficiency by saving structural weight. As a consequence, larger
structural deformations are observed and aeroelastic effects become
more relevant. For very flexiblewings, the structural deformation can
become so large as to introduce nonlinear aerodynamic and structural
effects that violate the assumptions employed in linear aeroelastic
predictionmodels [1]. These effects are amplified in the case of a gust
inflow condition, which leads to increased loads on the wing as
compared to steady inflow [2]. This problem has motivated the
development of novel aeroelastic prediction methods that account
for these nonlinear effects on highly flexible structures [3–5]. In the
past, significant progress in aeroelastic research has been achieved
based on experimental aeroelastic studies that served as a benchmark
for the development of improved simulation methods: for example,
the case in which structural nonlinearities occurred on high-aspect-
ratio wings [6–8]. Following this tradition, a novel experimental
benchmark of a highly flexible wing, known as the Pazy wing, has
recently been introduced to support the development of numerical
prediction models for highly flexible structures with experimental
reference data [9]. This wing has been shown to sustain very large
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deformations in thewind tunnel, with tip displacements of more than
50% of the span. Previous experimental studies on the Pazy wing

were conducted at Technion—Israel Institute of Technology and
were focused on the behavior of the wing in steady inflow, during

inflow velocity sweeps [9], and on the limit-cycle oscillation behav-
ior of the wing [10]. Several numerical studies have followed these
experimental activities, using the results as a benchmark for the vali-

dation of numerical models [11–14]. In the present study, an adapted
version of the highly flexible Pazy benchmark wing is studied in
a wind-tunnel experiment, where the focus is on the experimental

characterization of the gust response of the highly flexible wing.
The production of reference data from aeroelastic wind-tunnel

experiments is challenging due to the interaction of the three forces
comprising Collar’s triangle (aerodynamic, inertial, elastic) [15],

which should ideally all be fully quantified based on the experimental
measurement data. A variety of diagnostics exists to measure the
individual physical quantities that allow the determination of each of

the forces locally (e.g., pressure transducers, accelerometers, and strain
gauges) or in an integral sense by mounting the wing at the root to a

load cell or a force balance; however, their coordinated use results in
complex setups and expensive experimental models. Additionally,
installed sensors are invasive to the experimental model, thus modify-

ing its mass and stiffness distribution as well as typically achieving
only a relatively low spatial resolution due to space limitations inside
themodel.As a result, the experimental reference data fromaeroelastic

wind-tunnel measurements on flexible wings that are available in the
published literature are usually limited to only a few parameters, such
as the wingtip deflection or the frequency of the dynamic motion [16].

In the existing experimental studies of the Pazy wing, wind-tunnel
measurements were performed with fiber optic strain sensors, an op-

tical motion tracking system, and a force balance, whereas no dedi-
cated aerodynamic measurements were performed [9,10].
Optical measurement techniques (such as photogrammetry [17] for

measuring the structural response and particle image or tracking
velocimetry [18] for aerodynamic measurements) permit nonintrusive

field measurements, and hence overcome many of the limitations
associated with the use of installed sensors. On the other hand, the

drawback of these nonintrusive techniques is that the determination of
the aeroelastic forces from the measured quantities, such as structural
displacements or flow velocity, is not straightforward. This topic has

therefore been subject to considerable research efforts in recent years
[19–21]. Despite this additional effort, the advantages of optical mea-
surement techniques are prevailing; and several recent studies have

employed a combination of different optical techniques for character-
izing fluid–structure interactions in wind-tunnel experiments [22–24].
A common issue in these studies is tackling the complication of

the experimental setup and the data processing that arises from the

coordinated use of two different optical measurement systems or tech-
niques to obtain the structural and flowmeasurements. Ameasurement
approach that does not suffer from this limitation is Lagrangian particle

tracking (LPT). It was recently shown that LPT, implemented via the
shake-the-box algorithm [25], can form the basis for a single system
capable of providing an integrated measurement of the structural dis-

placements and aerodynamic loads on unsteady airfoils on a relatively
large scale (wingspan on the order of 1m) [26]. The structural response

is thereby determined by tracking fiducial markers on the surface of the
wind-tunnel model, whereas the aerodynamic loads are inferred from
flowfield measurements that are conducted by tracking flow tracers

with the same measurement. In a recent demonstration study, this
approach has been applied to determine the three forces in Collar’s
triangle acting on a section of a flexible wing in linear aeroelastic

conditions [27]. Although the determination of the three forces in the
demonstration study was successful, with a sufficient level of accuracy

to serve as a proof of concept, the direct relevance of the results of the
study for use as benchmark data was limited by two major aspects:
themeasurement volumesize, and the low aeroelastic complexityof the

experimental conditions. In Ref. [27], nonintrusivemeasurements were
conducted only for one section of thewing, whichmeans that the loads
distribution on the wing had to be estimated; and the experimental

aeroelastic conditions were limited to a relatively small angle of attack

of α � 5 deg and small deflections of the flexible wing, reaching a
maximum tip deflection of only 2% of the wingspan.
These limitations are overcome in the current study, where LPT

measurements are used to characterize the aeroelastic response of a
highly flexible wing in steady and unsteady inflow conditions. The
unsteady inflow conditions considered in this study are produced by
a continuous sinusoidal operation of a gust generator. Two different
angles of attack and two different excitation frequencies are studied,
producing different static and dynamic aeroelastic wing responses,
respectively. The design of the investigated Delft–Pazy wing is very
similar to thePazybenchmarkwing andexhibitswingtip displacements
of up to 25% of the span. This study aims to extend the current state of
the art in aeroelastic measurement technology by providing flowfield
measurements around the wing along the entire span, combined with
structural deformation measurements of thewing, using a single meas-
urement system. The particular relevance of the results of this study for
supporting the development of novel aeroelastic prediction methods is
determined by the scale of the measurements and the aeroelastic
conditions in which these measurements are performed, which include
large deflections and the onset of boundary-layer separation.

II. Nonintrusive Loads Determination Methods

In the measurement approach followed in this study, the three
different aeroelastic forces are derived from the integrated aeroelastic
measurements using appropriate physical principles. The aerody-
namic load is determined from the measurements of the flowfield
around the wing. The inertial load is derived from the wing shapes
that are reconstructed from the position measurements of the surface
markers on thewing. The elastic force is evaluated from the other two
forces based on the equilibrium of forces acting on the wing.

A. Aerodynamic Load

The aeroelastic response of the wing to the steady and unsteady
inflow conditions that are considered in this study is predominantly
constituted by the out-of-plane deflection. It follows that the com-
ponent of the aerodynamic force that predominantly determines
the aeroelastic response of the wing is the lift force because, at
the considered angles of attack (α � 5 deg and α � 10 deg; see
Sec. III.C), the lift-to-drag ratio is around 35 based on Xfoil [28]
calculations and the wing chord is still approximately aligned with
the freestream (see Fig. 1), meaning that the lift force contributes
more effectively to the out-of-plane deflection. Overall, this means
that the lift force contributes approximately 400 times more than the
drag force to the out-of-plane deflection at α � 5 deg and about 200
times more at α � 10 deg. The analysis of the forces in this study is
thus limited to the forces acting in the y direction in the wind-tunnel
coordinate system, and the drag force is not taken into account.
In steady conditions, the lift per unit span of awing section is given

by the Kutta–Zhukovsky theorem [29]:

L 0 � ρU∞Γb (1)

where ρ is the air density,U∞ is the freestream velocity, and Γb is the
bound circulation around the wing section. The value of Γb can be
obtained from a measured flow velocity field uwith a line integral of
the velocity over a closed path C enclosing the wing section:

U∞

x

y

z

c

Fig. 1 Wing section with an example rectangular integration contour
(black line) and the limits of the range of the different contours (gray
dashed lines).
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Γb � −
I
C
u ⋅ ds (2)

In accordance with potential flow theory, previous experimental
studies on viscous flows around airfoils have shown no considerable
systematic dependence of the determined circulation on the integra-
tion contourC as long as the contour is not placed in the direct vicinity
of the airfoil, i.e., inside of the boundary layer [30–32]. In this study,
16 different rectangular integration contours with a distance d from
the airfoil as a fraction of the chord length c varying between
dmin∕c � 0.1 and dmin∕c � 0.25 in all four directions are used per
spanwise section of thewing, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The results from
the 16 different contours are averaged to reduce the influence of
randommeasurement errors of the flow velocity field on the result for
the lift.
In the case of movingwings in unsteady flow, the time-dependent

lift per unit span L 0�t� can be divided into three contributions,
following classic unsteady potential flow theory [33]: the lift due
to bound circulation, the lift due to the shed circulation in the wake,
and the noncirculatory lift (frequently called “added mass” lift). In
the case of a relatively small degree of unsteadiness [reduced

frequency of k � �fπc�U−1
∞ ≪ 1, with f being the frequency of

the wing motion] and nonzero geometrical angles of attack α, the
unsteady lift responsewill be dominated by the quasi-steady lift due
to the time-dependent bound circulation Γb�t�, given by Eq. (1),
where Γb�t� is determined from the unsteady flowfield u�t� using
Eq. (2). The additional unsteady lift contributions due to the shed
circulation in the wake and the added mass can be determined using
unsteady thin airfoil theory [34] so that the time-dependent lift is
given as

L 0�t� � ρU∞Γb�t� � ρ

Z
c

0

�
∂
∂t
Γp�x; t�

�
dx (3)

The partial bound circulation as a function of the chordwise
location Γp�x; t� is obtained by performing line integrals of the

measured flow velocity with integration contours that enclose the
chord of thewing from the leading edge until the chordwise location
x at which the partial circulation is evaluated, as described
in Ref. [26].

B. Inertial Load

For the characterization of the dynamic aeroelastic interaction in
response to the gust, only the dominant motion degree of freedom is
considered, which is the deflection w of the wing in the direction
perpendicular to the wing chord. A simplified one-dimensional mo-
del of the wing with a single coordinate z along the span is there-
fore considered for the inertial load determination, whereas the other
motion degrees of freedom are not taken into account.
The inertial force per unit span I 0 on thewing can be determined as

the product of mass density and acceleration:

I 0�z; t� � −μ�z� �w�z; t� (4)

where μ�z� is the mass per unit span of the wing section, and �w is the
second temporal derivative of the out-of-plane wing deflection,
which is calculated from the time series of reconstructed wing shapes
using a second-order central finite difference scheme.

C. Elastic Load

The elastic force, as the third relevant aeroelastic force in a dynamic
aeroelastic interaction, can be determined from the equilibrium of the
three forces acting on the wing: Felastic � −Faerodynamic − Finertial.
When the sectional aerodynamic and inertial forces have been deter-
mined along the span as described in the previous sections, these two
forces can therefore be used to calculate the shear force distribution
along the span of thewing. In this study, the elastic force is determined
only in an integral sense at the root of thewing toperforma comparison
of the nonintrusive measurements with force balance measurements.
The force measurements that are obtained with a balance that is

attached to the root of the wing Froot correspond to the reaction force
to the (elastic) shear force so that Froot � −Felastic.
The dominant root force component in the wind-tunnel reference

system is the root force in the y direction, which is determined by
adding the y components of the aerodynamic and inertial loads and
integrating the sum along the span:

Fy;root�t� �
Z

s

0

�L 0�z; t� � I 0�z; t� cos α� dz (5)

The sectional lift force acts perpendicular to the direction of the
freestream and is aligned with the y direction of the wind-tunnel
reference system. The inertial force is determined according to
Eq. (4) by considering the out-of-plane deflection in the reference
system of thewingw. To obtain the integral force in the y direction,
the contribution of the inertial load is therefore reduced by a factor
of cos α, where α is the geometric angle of attack of the wing.

III. Experimental Setup and Procedures

A. Delft–Pazy Highly Flexible Wing Model

The Delft–Pazy wing is nearly identical to the benchmark Pazy
wing described in detail in Ref. [9]. The wing has a nominal span of
s � 550 mm, with a chord length of c � 100 mm and aNACA0018
airfoil section. The wing is furthermore equipped with a 300-mm-
long wingtip rod with a diameter of 10 mm (mass of about 15 g) that
can be used to change the dynamic aeroelastic properties of the wing
(see Ref. [9]). The wing structure consists of an aluminum spar and a
three-dimensionally printed nylon chassis connected to a cylindrical
mounting base. The assembly of the Delft–Pazy wing is performed
analogously to the procedure described in Ref. [9]. The main differ-
ence from the benchmark Pazy wing design is the reduced thickness
of the aluminum plate representing the spar of the Delft–Pazy wing,
which is 1.5 mm as opposed to 2.25 mm for the original benchmark
wing. The purpose of this design modification is to achieve similarly
large deformations as observed in Ref. [9] at the reduced wind-
tunnel speed, which was adjusted downward to facilitate the LPT
measurements of thewingwith the optical setup present in thewind-
tunnel test section (see Sec. III.D). The mass of the wing including
the wingtip rod but without the mounting base and connectors is
estimated to be 279 g, based on the information given in Ref. [9] and
considering the reduced plate thickness. The skin of the Delft–Pazy
wing is made of Oralight black foil with a grid of white circular
markers with diameters of 1.5 mm at the spanwise locations of the
ribs and on the wingtip rod to perform the measurements of the
structural response of the wing in the wind tunnel. The wing
geometry and the fiducial marker grid specifications are shown
in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 Sketch of the dimensions (in millimeters) of the Delft–Pazy wing
with detail of the fiducial marker grid.
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The density of themarker pattern is insufficient to directlymeasure
thewing deformation in terms of the local strain; instead, the purpose
of the structural marker measurements is threefold; first, the marker
measurements are used to transform the measurement coordinate
system into wind-tunnel coordinates as described in Sec. IV.A. Sec-
ond, they are used to determine the deformedwing shape according to
the procedure described in Sec. IV.B, which is in turn used for the
determination of the inertial force. Additionally, the marker-based
wing shape reconstruction is used for selecting the circulation inte-
gration contours during the aerodynamic load determination based
on the flowfield measurements.

B. Ground Vibration Test

A ground vibration test (GVT) and a finite element model sim-
ulation are used to characterize the structural dynamic behavior of
the Delft–Pazy wing, in a similar approach as reported in Ref. [35].
The GVT measurements are conducted with a Polytec PSV-500
laser scanning vibrometer in a frequency range up to 800 Hz and
postprocessed with the SimCenter TestLab software. An overview
of the experimental setup of the GVT is shown in Fig. 3a. The
vibration data are acquired at 37 different measurement points on
the wing (see Fig. 3b), and the data from 10 measurements are
averaged for each measurement point. The excitation of the wing
model is achieved with a Maul-Theet vlmpact-61 automatic modal
hammer. The impact point of the modal hammer is near the leading
edge of the wing at around one-quarter of the wingspan measured
from the base, between the third and the fourth ribs, as isvisible
in Fig. 3b.
The results of the GVT in terms of the first five mode types, the

modal frequencies, and damping are summarized in Table 1. The
GVT results are correlated with a finite element model of the wing
using the correlation tool in SimCenter 3D. The finite element model
of the Delft–Pazy wing was derived from the finite element model of
the original Pazywing¶ by adjusting the spar thickness in themodel to
match the reduced plate thickness comprising the spar in the Delft–
Pazy wing. The comparison between the GVT and the simulation
results is shown in Fig. 4 and in Table 1. Figure 4 shows a qualitative
comparison between the first fivemodes. The agreement between the
mode shapes is very good, which is also indicated by very high values
of the modal assurance criterion (MAC) [36] in Table 1. The agree-
ment between the frequencies of the finite element model fFEM and
from the GVT fGVT for the first five modes is very good, with an
average difference of around 4% of the finite element model with
respect to the GVT result, Δf � �fFEM − fGVT�∕fGVT, which is
similar to the agreement between the FEM and the GVT results
reported in Ref. [9] for the original Pazy wing and in Ref. [35] for
a similar wing design.

C. Wind-Tunnel Setup

Thewind-tunnel experiments are conducted in the open-jet facility
(OJF) at the Delft University of Technology. The OJF is an open test
section closed-loop wind tunnel with an octagonal outlet that spans

2.85 × 2.85 m, which is operated at a freestream velocity of U∞ �
18.3 m ⋅ s−1 during the experiments, corresponding to a Reynolds
number of Re � 122;000 based on the wing chord. The Delft–Pazy
wing model is mounted vertically in the test section on a force
balance, which is attached to a rotating table that allows setting the
geometric angle of attack α, defined with respect to the steady inflow
direction. The balance and the rotating table are located underneath a
splitter plate to reduce wind-tunnel interference effects. For the
experiment, a gust generator is mounted at the wind-tunnel nozzle
exit, which consists of two vertically mounted movable vanes that
span the height of thewind-tunnel nozzle [37]. Thewind-tunnel setup
with an indication of the relevant components is shown in Fig. 5.
Four different test conditions are considered, ofwhich two arewith

steady inflow conditions and two include the unsteady inflow pro-
duced by the gust generator. The conditions of the four test cases are

summarized in Table 2. For the two test cases with steady inflow, the

angles of attack are set to α � 5 deg and α � 10 deg, respectively,
achieving different lift values, and thus different wing deformation

levels. For the test cases with gust generator operation, the unsteady
inflow is generated by a continuous sinusoidal operation of the gust

generator during the measurement, with the gust vane angle des-

cribed by β � βg sin�2πfgt�, where βg and fg are the amplitude and

frequency of the gust vane motion, respectively. Different frequen-
cies are selected for the two dynamic test cases, corresponding to

different levels of wing deformation and degrees of unsteadiness in

the periodic inflow conditions. The first dynamic test case is selected

to represent linear unsteady aerodynamic conditions because these

conditions are relevant for applications in flight [2]. A moderate
geometric angle of attack of α � 5 deg is therefore selected, whereas
the gust frequency is determined to be high enough to reach a reduced

frequency of k � fπU−1
∞ � 0.1, which is typically high enough to

produce considerable unsteady aerodynamic effects [38]. The second

dynamic test case is selected to study the gust response involving very

large deformations. The angle of attack is therefore around the

maximum value of the lift at α � 10 deg to achieve a large mean
deflection, and the wing is excited with a gust frequency that corre-

sponds to the first natural bending frequency of the Delft–Pazy wing

as it was measured in the GVT to produce large dynamic deflections

around the mean deflection.
The gust vane amplitude is set to βg � 5 deg in both test cases.

Based on previous studies, it can be expected that this amplitude

corresponds to a variation of the inflow angle to the wing with

roughly half the amplitude of the gust vane motion: hence around

2.5 deg. Measurements of the gust inflow for the two considered
dynamic test cases are shown in the Appendix. The variation of the

inflow upstream of the wing is observed to be sinusoidal with an

amplitude of 2.5 deg for the test case with fg � 5.7 Hz and 2.0 deg

for the test case with fg � 3.2 Hz.

a) b)

Fig. 3 Representations of a) experimental setup for ground vibration
test showing Delft–Pazy wing (no. 1), modal hammer (no. 2), laser scan-
ning vibrometer (no. 3), and data acquisition computer (no. 4); and
b)CADmodel ofwingwithout skin,with indication ofGVTmeasurement

points (blue squares) and driving point (red cross).

Table 1 Results of the ground vibration test and comparison with
finite element model

Mode no. Mode type
fGVT,
Hz

Damping
rati, %o

fFEM,
Hz Δf, % MAC

1 First bending 3.2 0.54 3.3 +2.3 0.96
2 Second

bending
22.5 0.60 21.9 −2.3 0.99

3 First torsion 29.5 0.61 28.1 −4.7 0.97
4 Third bending 65.0 0.60 63.1 −2.9 0.96
5 Second torsion 119.7 0.65 105.9 −11.5 0.73

¶Available through the Third Aeroelastic Prediction Workshop https://
nescacademy.nasa.gov/workshops/AePW3/public/wg/largedeflection.
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D. Lagrangian Particle Tracking System

For conducting the LPT measurements of the flow, the freestream
is seeded with helium-filled soap bubbles (HFSBs) with diameters of
about 0.5 mm that function as flow tracers [39]. The HFSB seeding
generator, which consists of 200 bubble-generating nozzles covering
an area of approximately 0.5 m in width and 1 m in height, is placed
in the settling chamber of the OJF upstream of the wind-tunnel

contraction to minimize the influence of the seeding generator on
the freestream quality and to improve the seeding particle concen-
tration in the test section. The working principle of the nozzles is
described in Ref. [40]. The seeding particle concentration during the
experiment was on the order of 1 cm−3.
The optical measurement setup consists of three Photron Fast-

cam SA1.1 high-speed cameras with 50 mm lenses at a focal ratio
of f∕22. The cameras are operated at a recording frequency of
5.4 kHzwith a resolution of 1024 × 1024 pixel (12-bit 20 μm pixel
pitch). The illumination of the HFSB flow tracers and the fiducial
markers on the wing is achieved with three LaVision light-emitting
diode (LED)-flashlight 300 illumination units. The LPT data
acquisition is performed with the LaVision Davis 10 software.
An overview of the LPT measurement setup in the wind tunnel is
shown in Fig. 6.
The size of the measurement volume that is obtained with this setup

is about 300 mm in the x, y, and z directions, respectively. To achieve
the complete aeroelastic characterization of theDelft–Pazywing,which
has a span width of 550mm,measurements of the flowfield around the
entire wing are necessary. Considering the measurement volume size
and the limited optical access of the measurement setup, four separate
measurements are performed for each test case. Each of the four mea-
surements is covering roughly one-quarter of the entire investigated
domain: onemeasurement volume is placed on the suction side and one
on the pressure side for the upper and the lower halves of thewingspan,
respectively. The adjustment of the spanwise position of the measure-
ment volume is performed by changing the position of the cameras and
illuminationwith respect to thewing. Themeasurements on the suction
and pressure side of thewing are performedwithout moving the optical
measurement setup and are instead made by changing the angle of
attack of the wing to �α or −α, respectively. For the test cases with
steady inflow, the four acquisitions from the four differentmeasurement
volumes are combined into an integrated time-averaged representation
during the LPT data postprocessing. For the dynamic test cases, five
recordings, each with a duration of 1.01 s (5457 images per record-
ing, corresponding to the full RAM size of the cameras), are per-
formed for each of the four measurement volumes. These separate
measurements are then combined into a phase-averaged representa-
tion of the flowfield during the postprocessing, which is necessary to
improve the measurement resolution when considering the limited
HFSB particle concentration.

Fig. 4 Dynamicmode shape comparison between finite elementmodel (light blue, with undeformed reference shape in gray) andGVT result (colored by
displacement): a) first bending, b) second bending, c) first torsion, d) third bending, and e) second torsion.

Fig. 5 Sketch of wind-tunnel setup in OJF: wind-tunnel outlet (no. 1),
gust generator vanes (no. 2), Delft–Pazy wing (no. 3), force balance
(no. 4), rotating table (no. 5), high-speed cameras (no. 6), and LED
illumination units (no. 7).

Table 2 Summary of the wind-tunnel test conditionsa

Test
case

Wing geometric
angle of attack α, deg

Gust vane
amplitude βg,

deg

Gust
frequency
fg, Hz

Reduced
frequency k

1 5 N/A N/A 0
2 5 5 5.7 0.10
3 10 N/A N/A 0
4 10 5 3.2 0.055

aN/A denotes “not applicable.”
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IV. Integrated Measurement Approach

The measurement data processing steps that are applied to analyze
the static and dynamic aeroelastic behaviors of the Delft–Pazy wing
are visualized in Fig. 7. The data processing of the integrated optical
measurements to obtain separate LPT measurements of the flow and
the structure is described in Sec. IV.A. The further postprocessing of
these measurements to obtain the wing shape reconstruction and the
ensemble-averaged volumetric flowfields are described in Secs. IV.B
and IV.C, respectively. Section IV.C also contains an analysis of the
unsteady flowfields with respect to the effective inflow angles to the
wing. The results for the wing shapes and the flowfields are analyzed
afterward, as described in Secs. II.A and II.B, to achieve the charac-
terization of the aeroelastic loads acting on thewing. Tovalidate these
results, a comparison ismade to force balancemeasurements in terms
of the root force on thewing, as described in Sec. II.C. The processing
of the force balance measurements is described in Sec. IV.D.

A. Optical Measurements Data Processing

The processing of the integrated optical measurements is performed
with the LaVision Davis 10 software and begins with the geometrical
calibration of the measurement system and a volume self-calibration
[41]. Subsequently, the flow tracers are separated from the structural
markers in the acquired images so that a nonuniform optical transfer

function [42] can be generated for the structural markers and the flow
tracers separately. The removal of the structural information from the
integrated measurement images is achieved with a temporal high-pass
filter [43], exploiting the different timescales between the flow and the
structural motion. The reverse operation is applied to obtain the image
data of the structural markers without the flow tracer information by
using a temporal low-pass filter [44]. This image separation procedure
is illustrated in Fig. 8.
After separating the flow and structural information and complet-

ing the optical calibration, the next step is to perform the LPT ana-
lysis, for which the shake-the-box algorithm is used [25]. The results
are obtained in terms of individual Lagrangian particle tracks (with
the position, velocity, and acceleration of each particle over time) for
both the structural markers and the flow tracers in separate datasets.
These measurements are postprocessed in a time- or phase-averaged
sense for the test cases with steady and unsteady periodic inflows,
respectively.
A further necessary postprocessing step of the LPT data is the

transformation of the measurement coordinate system to the wind-
tunnel coordinate system. This is achieved by acquiring a reference
measurement of the structural markers on the Delft–Pazy wing with-
out wind-tunnel operation after each adjustment of the measurement
volume. These data are then correlatedwith the reference positions of
the markers painted on the model to determine the translations and
rotations of the measurement coordinates with respect to the wind-
tunnel coordinates, which are then used to transform the LPT mea-
surements into the wind-tunnel coordinate system. The accuracy of
the employed merging procedure can be assessed by comparing the
measured flow velocity at corresponding positions with respect to the
wing from different acquisitions. Typical values of these differences
are between 1 and 3% of the local velocity magnitude. Because these
values are of the same order of magnitude as when the merging of
different flow measurement acquisitions is performed automatically
based on position measurements with a robotic arm [45], these
differences are considered acceptable and not further investigated.

B. Wing Shape Reconstruction

After the LPT measurements of the fiducial markers on the wing
are transformed into the wind-tunnel coordinate system, the position
measurements of the markers are used to determine the deformed
shape of the wing. This is achieved by calculating an average local
deflection w�z� for each spanwise section where the markers were
painted (i.e., the ribs of the wing) from the measurements and then
fitting a polynomial curve through these measurements along the

x

yz

1

2

3

4

Fig. 6 Photograph of Lagrangian particle tracking measurement setup

in wind tunnel: Delft–Pazy wing (no. 1), high-speed cameras (no. 2), LED
illumination units (no. 3), and stream of illuminated helium-filled soap
bubbles (no. 4).

Fig. 7 Flowchart of the data processing steps applied in this study.
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spanwise direction. Following this procedure, the polynomial curve
fit can be used as a reference spanwise axis to calculate the deformed
wing shape.A fourth-order polynomial is used for the curve fit,which
satisfies the geometric boundary conditions of the wing that is
clamped at the root, w�z � 0� � 0 and ∂w∕∂z�z � 0� � 0, and is
defined as

w�z� � Az4 � Bz3 � Cz2 (6)

where the coefficientsA,B, andC are optimized to provide the best fit
to the experimental wing shape measurements in a least-squares
sense. The results of the polynomial curve fit to the measurements
for the two test cases with steady inflow are shown in Fig. 9. The
length of the polynomial curve is adjusted to match the undeformed
shape by numerically integrating the length of the polynomial curve
to determine the value of ztip in the deformed case that corresponds to

an arc length that is equal to the span s of the undeformed wing.
Themeasurements of the marker positions that are shown in Fig. 9

are averaged from 1000 images acquired in thewind tunnel to reduce
the effect of measurement noise and small-scale vibrations of the
wing during the experiment. Furthermore, the deflection measure-
ments obtained from the eight markers that are distributed along the
chord on both sides of the wing are averaged to produce only one
measurement data point per spanwise location. With this approach,
the standard deviation of the residual between the 15 measurement
data points along the span and the curve fit is σ � 0.13 mm for α �
5 deg and σ � 0.25 mm for α � 10 deg, corresponding to less than
0.5% of the respective wingtip displacement. To fully describe the
deformed wing shape, the torsional deformation in terms of a twist
angle ϵ of the wing around the reference axis is required as well. The
twist angle can be estimated from the marker measurements with the
average displacements of the marker measurements near the leading
edge (LE) and the trailing edge (TE) as

ϵ�z� � arctan

�
yTE�z� − yLE�z�
xTE�z� − xLE�z�

�
(7)

The experimental wingtip twist angles that are found using Eq. (7)
are below εtip < 0.4 deg for both α. Even though the magnitude of

these values for the twist is not necessarily negligible in an aerody-
namic sense, these values are considered negligible for the wing
shape reconstruction because the twist angle of the wing is of no
direct interest for the experimental load determination that is per-
formed in this study. Employing this assumption simplifies further
analysis and avoids the influence of random measurement errors of
the wing twist along the span on the wing shape reconstruction.
To reconstruct the dynamic response of the wing to the periodic

unsteady inflow, the marker measurements obtained in these cases are
processed in a similar way as for the steady inflow but now analyzed in
a phase-averaged sense, which means that measurements from differ-
ent periods are collected at the respective timeexpressed as a fraction of
the period: t∕T. To reduce the effect of randommeasurement noise and
outliers that may result from light reflections in some of the acquired
images, a temporal smoothing procedure using a sinusoidal curve fit is
applied. The wing is expected to oscillate around the static deflected
shape, and the temporal smoothing is therefore performed after trans-
forming the marker measurements per wing section into the reference
system of the static deflected wing shape at the respective angle of
attack. The displacement measurements in their local coordinate sys-
tem and the corresponding sinusoidal fits are shown for two spanwise
locations for both dynamic test cases in Figs. 10 and 11, respectively.
For reference, themeasuredgust inflow (see theAppendix) is indicated
in the figures as well.
With this approach, the sinusoidal curve fit provides a good

approximation of the temporal behavior, with a standard deviation
of the residual of the sinusoidal fit around σ � 0.1 mm for the fg �
5.7 Hz gust at α � 5 deg and σ � 0.2 mm for the fg � 3.2 Hz gust

at α � 10 deg. The twist angle of the wing varies withing the range
of 0 deg < ϵ < 0.5 deg in the first case and 0 deg < ϵ < 1 deg in the
second case, which is, as in the cases with steady inflow, considered
sufficiently small to be neglected for the purpose of this study. After
the phase-averaged marker measurements per spanwise location are
determined based on the respective sinusoidal fits, the smoothed
measurements are transformed back into the wind-tunnel coordinate
system; afterward, the same polynomial curve fitting procedure as in
the steady cases is applied for each phase instant of the dynamic
response. The time series of the fitting coefficients obtained with this
procedure allows the reconstruction of a smooth deformed wing

Fig. 8 Image data processing: a) integrated optical measurement of flow and structure, b) image data of the flow tracers, and c) image data of the
structure.

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
z/s

0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

w
/s

 = 5°, measurements
 = 5°, polynomial fit
 = 10°, measurements
 = 10°, polynomial fit

undeformed

Fig. 9 Deflection measurements in steady inflow with polynomial curve fit.
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shape variation over the entire period, yielding the phase-averaged
behavior of the wing deformation in response to the gust. As an
illustration, the reconstructed wing shapes at the phase instants with
theminimum andmaximum deflections are shown in Figs. 12 and 13
for the two dynamic test cases. The wing shape reconstructions are
used to compute the inertial loads acting on the wing along the span,
to define the circulation integration contours for the lift determination
from the flowfield, and in the following for characterizing the dy-
namic wing response to the gust forcing.
The main features of the structural response of the wing to steady

and unsteady inflow conditions, as determined based on the wing
shape reconstructions, are summarized in Table 3. As expected, the
higher geometric angle of attack produces larger deflections in steady
inflow, with the wingtip deflection scaling nearly linearly with the
angle of attack. On the other hand, the dynamic response to the two
gusts is different in terms of both the deflection amplitude as well as
the phase shiftΦ that is calculated with respect to the gust arriving at
the wing, despite the identical gust forcing amplitudes. These
differences can be attributed to the different forcing frequencies of
the gust with respect to the frequencies of the dynamic modes of the
Delft–Pazy wing that were identified in the GVT (see Table 1). The
first gust frequency of fg � 5.7 Hz is well above the first bending

frequency of the wing but clearly below the second bending and first
torsion modal frequencies. As a result, the dynamic response of the
wing is relatively small in amplitude, with a phase shift of nearlyΦ ≈
π with respect to the gust forcing. For the second gust case, the gust
frequency is identical to the frequency of the first bending mode:
fg � 3.2 Hz. In this case, the dynamic response is observed to be

much larger in amplitude and shifted in phase by around Φ ≈ 0.5π.
Overall, these observations are in close correspondence to the theo-
retical frequency response of a harmonically forced system [46].

C. Flowfield Processing and Analysis

Theparticle tracks of the flow tracers obtained from theLPTanalysis
provide the time series of a large number of discrete measurements of
the flow velocity, which are obtained in the measurement coordinates
of the LPT system. These measurements are transformed into the
coordinate system of the wind tunnel as described in Sec. IV.A. Sub-
sequently, the measurements are ensemble averaged onto a Cartesian
grid, as described in Ref. [47]. A Cartesian grid with a grid spacing of
3.75 mm is used, and an overlap of 75% is applied in the ensemble
averaging. The three-dimensional flowfield that results from this
procedure is visualized in Figs. 14 and 15 for the test cases with steady
inflow at α � 5 deg and α � 10 deg, respectively. The plots show
the marker-based reconstruction of the deformed wing shape together

with the ensemble-averaged flowfield,which is visualized in five slices
along the span and with two isosurfaces of the streamwise velocity.
It is evident in the flow visualizations that the increase in the angle

of attack from α � 5 deg to α � 10 deg corresponds to enlarged
areas of accelerated flow on the suction side (indicated by the red

isosurface) and decelerated flow near the stagnation point on the
pressure side of the wing (indicated by the blue isosurface). Further-
more, the formation of a region of decelerated flow near the trailing
edge on the suction side of the wing is visible in Fig. 15, which is a
result of the boundary layer that forms on the wing and increases in

Fig. 12 Wing shape reconstructions for the wing at α � 5 deg and the
gust with fg � 5.7 Hz: maximum deflection (red), minimum deflection

(blue), and undeformed reference (gray).

Fig. 13 Wing shape reconstructions for the wing at α � 10 deg and the
gust with fg � 3.2 Hz: maximum deflection (red), minimum deflection

(blue), and undeformed reference (gray).
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Fig. 10 Measurements of the dynamic displacement with sinusoidal fits
at two spanwise locations of the wing at α � 5 deg for the gust with
fg � 5.7 Hz.
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Fig. 11 Measurements of the dynamic displacement with sinusoidal fits
at two spanwise locations of the wing at α � 10 deg for the gust with
fg � 3.2 Hz.
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thickness with increasing α, thus having a stronger effect on the
flowfield at α � 10 deg than at α � 5 deg. The flowfields for both
angles of attack exhibit little spanwise variation, except for the
regions in the vicinity of the wing root and wingtip, which could
not be fully captured due to the size limitations of the LPT measure-
ment volumes.
For the test cases with unsteady periodic inflow, the particle tracks

from the LPT analysis are assigned a phase value t∕T to postprocess
the flowfields in a phase-averaged manner. The ensemble averaging
is therefore performed for 25 temporal bins distributed over the
period, with each spanning a fraction of 4% of the respective period
T. For each subset of the LPT data that is collected in one temporal
bin, the ensemble averaging is performed in the same way as for the
test cases with steady inflow. The results of the flow data postpro-
cessing for the test cases with unsteady inflow are visualized in
Fig. 16 for α � 5 deg and in Fig. 17 for α � 10 deg, where the

phase-averaged flowfield is shown together with the reconstructed
wing section for four different phase instants at mid-span.
The four plots in Fig. 16 show no appreciable variation of the

location of thewing section over the period, but the flowfields exhibit
a notable variation over the gust cycle, where the regions of accel-
erated and decelerated flows are enlarged at t∕T � 0.25 and reduced
at t∕T � 0.75 when compared to the flowfields at t∕T � 0 and
t∕T � 0.5, which appear as similar. These effects can be directly
linked to the sinusoidal gust inflow and explained with linear aero-
dynamics theory. The observations for the flowfields shown inFig. 17
are different; whereas the location of the wing section varies more
than in Fig. 16 due to the different gust frequency, the flowfields, in
this case, remain nearly unchanged over the period. The explanation
for this difference between the aerodynamic response of the wing to
the two gusts is twofold. First, the geometric angle of attack of α �
10 deg for the second gust is outside of the linear lift regime,whereas
the flow on the wing is still mostly attached. This means that at this
particular angle of attack, the lift is less sensitive to changes in α, and
changes in the inflow angle do not translate directly into enlarged
regions of acceleration and deceleration around thewing. Second, the
influence of the wing motion on the effective inflow angle αe that is
experienced by the wing differs between the two gusts, due to the
differences in amplitude and phase of the structural response. The
effective inflow angle is calculated as

αe�z; t� � α� αg�t� � αv�z; t� (8)

where α is the geometric angle of attack of the wing, αg is the inflow
angle of the gust, and αv is the inflow angle induced by the motion of
the wing:

αv�z; t� � − arctan

�
vwing�z; t�

U∞

�
(9)

The different contributions to the effective inflow angles are shown
in Figs. 18 and 19 for the two dynamic test cases, respectively. The
geometric angle α is constant, whereas the gust inflow angle αg varies
sinusoidally, as determined based on the measurements of the gust
inflow (see the Appendix). The inflow angles induced by the wing
motion αv are calculated from the transversal velocity vwing of the

reconstructed wing shapes at three different spanwise locations. The
results for the effective inflow angles over the period for these three
locations are shown in Figs. 20 and 21.
In Fig. 20, it is visible that all curves are similar, implying that

the influence of the wing motion on the inflow angle for the gust
with fg � 5.7 Hz is relatively small. The effects of the wing motion
are a lag in the effective inflow with respect to the gust inflow
(jΔt∕Tj < 0.1) and an increase in amplitude (jΔαej < 0.5 deg) of
the inflow angle toward the wingtip. For the gust with fg � 3.2 Hz,

the effect of thewingmotion on αe is substantially larger, as is visible
in Fig. 21. In this case, the inflow angle induced by the wing motion
αv is in antiphase with the gust inflow and large enough in amplitude
to considerably reduce thevariation inαe and to invert the phase angle
of the variation of αe toward the wingtip. These differences in the
behavior of the effective inflow angle between the two gusts are in
direct correspondence to the different aerodynamic behavior shown
in Figs. 16 and 17. The implications of this behavior for the unsteady
lift force are discussed in Sec. V.B.

D. Balance Data Processing

The balance data were acquired at a sampling rate of 100 Hz
simultaneously with the optical measurements, which means that
there are four measurements for each test case with steady inflow,

Table 3 Summary of the structural response of the wing to steady and unsteady inflows

Geometric angle of attack Static tip deflection Gust frequency Dynamic tip deflection amplitude Phase shift to gust inflow

α � 5 deg wtip∕s � 8.5% fg � 5.7 Hz ŵtip∕s � 1.8% Φ � −0.95π
α � 10 deg wtip∕s � 15.9% fg � 3.2 Hz ŵtip∕s � 8.2% Φ � 0.55π

Fig. 14 Wing shape reconstruction at α � 5 deg, with five slices of the
streamwise velocity field and isosurfaces of the streamwise velocity (blue:
0.75U∞, red: 1.25U∞).

Fig. 15 Wing shape reconstruction atα � 10 deg, with five slices of the
streamwise velocity field and isosurfaces of the streamwise velocity (blue:
0.75U∞, red: 1.25U∞).
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corresponding to the four different measurement volumes, and 20

separatemeasurements for each of the test cases with dynamic inflow

(five acquisitions for each of the four measurement volumes). For the

test cases with steady inflow, the balance measurements of the root

force in the y direction from the different acquisitions are first

averaged in time, and then the mean and standard deviation of the

four acquisitions are calculated to be used as a reference for the

nonintrusive loads.

For the dynamic test cases, the balance measurements are phase

averaged using 25 temporal bins, which is analogous to the phase-

averaging procedure applied for the LPT data. The results from the

phase averaging of the root force measured with the balance are

shown for both test cases in Fig. 22. The mean and the standard

deviation of all 20 phase-averaged measurements are depicted as

solid lines with error bars, whereas the individual measurements are

plotted in shaded colors, corresponding to the respective test case.

The root force measurements with the balance show little variation

over the period for the dynamic inflowwithf � 5.7 Hz atα � 5 deg.
For the dynamic inflow with f � 3.2 Hz at α � 10 deg, the force

shows a cosine-shaped variation over the period. Despite the phase

averaging that is applied to the individual measurements, the balance

measurements still show a considerable variation between different

acquisitions for the same test condition,with standard deviations of the

root force around 0.6N in both test cases.
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Fig. 16 Ensemble-averaged streamwise velocity at z∕s � 0.5 in four different phase instants at α � 5 deg for the gust with fg � 5.7 Hz.
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Fig. 17 Ensemble-averaged streamwise velocity at z∕s � 0.5 in four different phase instants at α � 10 deg for the gust with fg � 3.2 Hz.
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V. Results

A. Static Aeroelastic Characterization

The lift per unit span L 0 is determined from the time-averaged

flowfield measurements using Eqs. (1) and (2). To illustrate the sensi-

tivity of the lift to the position of the integration contour, Fig. 23

compares the sectional lift in terms of the lift coefficient, Cl � L 0

��1∕2�ρU2
∞c�−1, as determined when using different contours for the

integration of the circulation for α � 5 deg at z∕s � 0.5. The 25

different integration contours that are considered were obtained by

independently varying the distances d from the airfoil surface (see

Fig. 1) in five steps from 0.1c to 0.3c in the x and y direction s,
respectively.Overall, the variation ofCl as a function of the circulation

integration contour is small, with a standard deviation of σ � 0.002,
corresponding to 0.5% of the lift coefficient in this case. The only

consistent trend that is visible is a small increase of the lift for the

largest contour in the y direction. Because there is no physical explan-
ation for this variation of the lift, this effect is likely to be caused by

systematic measurement errors toward the edge of the measurement

volume. Hence, the reference lift Cl;ref is computed as the average of

the 16 integration contours in the range 0.1 < d∕c < 0.25.
To further analyze the sensitivity of the lift to the properties of the

experimental data, the effect of the particle concentration and the

number of circulation integration contours used for averaging on

the result for the lift coefficient is shown in Fig. 24. The particle

concentration is varied by deleting particles from the original distri-

bution, which has a concentration of 1278 cm−3 for the investigated

section of the dataset. The effect of averaging multiple integration

contours is shown by using an increasing number of contours N
between one and 16 for the averaging, which are selected at random

from the range 0.1c < d < 0.25c. The result is quantified in terms of

the lift residual δ, which is defined with respect to the reference lift

coefficient:

δ � jCl − Cl;ref j
Cl;ref

(10)
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Fig. 18 Separate contributions to the effective inflow angle for the gust
with fg � 5.7 Hz at α � 5 deg.
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Fig. 19 Separate contributions to the effective inflow angle for the gust
with fg � 3.2 Hz at α � 10 deg.
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Fig. 20 Effective inflow angles at different spanwise locations for the
gust with fg � 5.7 Hz at α � 5 deg.
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Fig. 21 Effective inflow angles at different spanwise locations for the
gust with fg � 3.2 Hz at α � 10 deg.
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Fig. 22 Phase-averaged root force in the y direction measured with the
balance for both dynamic test cases.
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Fig. 23 Lift coefficient for different circulation integration contours:
α � 5 deg at z∕s � 0.5.
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The residual generally decreases with increasing particle concentra-
tion and N; however, a consistent trend is observed mainly for the
particle concentration, where the residual decreases by several orders
of magnitude with an increasing number of particles. On the other
hand, the difference between the lift result that is obtained using the
largest amount of data (16 integration contours with a particle con-

centration of 1278 cm−3), which is Cl;ref � 0.408, and the lift result
from a much smaller amount of data (one integration contour with a

particle concentration of 60 cm−3), which is Cl � 0.414, is rela-
tively small at around 1.4%.
Following the sensitivity analysis of the sectional lift to the posi-

tion of the integration contour, the sectional lift is determined as the
average of the 16 circulation integration contours with the distances
to the wing varying between dmin∕c � 0.1 and dmax∕c � 0.25 in all
four directions, using all available particle data. This procedure is
applied along the entire span. To obtain a smooth spanwise lift
distribution, the results from all contours are averaged over a range
of 5%of the span. The lift distributions for both α using this approach
are shown in Fig. 25. As expected, the lift is generally higher for
α � 10 deg, but the two lift distributions are qualitatively similar.
Both lift curves show a gradual drop of lift toward the tip, as is
expected from aerodynamics theory [29]. A small drop of lift toward
the root is visible for α � 5 deg that can be associated with the
presence of a boundary layer on the table on which the wing is
mounted. The drop of lift toward the root is more pronounced for
α � 10 deg, which is likely caused by the strong deformations of the
wing section shape near the root as the wing is bending, providing a
less effective aerodynamic shape in this region of the wing.
To perform a quantitative assessment of the results for the lift, the

lift distributions for both α values are integrated along the span and
compared to the measurements of the force at the root with the
balance. The results of this comparison are shown in Table 4. The
agreement of the root force values measured nonintrusively and with
the balance is very good, with differences at around 1% of the root
force. These differences are in the same order of magnitude as the
standard deviation of the balancemeasurements from different meas-
urement acquisitions.

B. Dynamic Aeroelastic Characterization

For the test cases with dynamic inflow, the aerodynamic loads are

determined with Eq. (3), using additional circulation integration
contours to obtain the partial circulation along the chord. Apart from
the inclusion of the additional unsteady term, the calculations of the

lift distributions along the span for each phase instant of the dynamic
cases follow the same procedure as in the static cases. The results for
the lift distributions at four phase instants are shown for both dynamic
test cases in Figs. 26 and 27, respectively. The standard deviations of

the lift variation due to the choice of the integration contour have been
assessed to be not significant, having typical values of less than 1%of
the lift for both dynamic test cases.
As visible in Fig. 26, the four lift distributions along the span for the

different phase instants are qualitatively similar for α � 5 deg and

fg � 5.7 Hz but vary in lift magnitude. From the four phase instants

that are shown, the highest lift occurs at t∕T � 0.25over the entire span
width. In contrast, the spanwise lift distributions for α � 10 deg and
fg � 3.2 Hz in Fig. 27 do not vary strongly in magnitude but exhibit a

qualitatively different behavior, depending on the phase instant. It is
visible that for t∕T � 0.25, the maximum lift over the span occurs
relatively close to the root at around z∕s � 0.3; whereas for t∕T �
0.75, the spanwise maximum of the lift is around z∕s � 0.75.
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Fig. 24 Lift residual over the number of circulation integration con-
tours used for averagingwithvariousparticle concentrations:α � 5 deg
at z∕s � 0.5.
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Fig. 25 Spanwise lift distributions for the test cases with steady inflow.

Table 4 Comparison of the root shear force measured with the
integrated approach and the balance in steady inflow conditions

Geometric
angle of
attack

Root shear
force

(nonintrusive)
Root shear

force (balance)

Relative
difference
ΔFy∕Fy;b

α � 5 deg Fy � 4.14 N Fy;B � 4.12 N � 0.17 N �0.6%

α � 10 deg Fy � 7.77 N Fy;B � 7.64 N � 0.10 N �1.7%
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Fig. 26 Spanwise lift distributions at α � 5 deg for the gust with
fg � 5.7 Hz.
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Fig. 27 Spanwise lift distributions at α � 10 deg for the gust with

fg � 3.2 Hz.
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Further analysis of the unsteady lift behavior is provided in Figs. 28
and 29, where the temporal behavior of the lift is shown for three
spanwise locations of the wing for both dynamic test cases, respec-
tively. Following the behavior of the spanwise lift distributions and
the analysis of the effective inflow angles in Sec. IV.C, the temporal
behavior of the lift for α � 5 deg and fg � 5.7 Hz is sinusoidal for
each spanwise location. The effect of the unsteady lift terms on the
temporal behavior of the lift is indicated in the plots as well. In this
test case, the unsteady lift contribution due to the circulation in the
wake is noticeable and causes a lag of the lift with respect to the quasi-
steady lift due to the bound circulation. For the test case with α �
10 deg and fg � 3.2 Hz that is shown in Fig. 29, the temporal

behavior of the lift is clearly sinusoidal only near the root and shows
less temporal variation for the outer part of the wing, which is in
agreement with the analysis of the effective inflow angles (see
Fig. 21). In this case, the lift variation is smaller than in the other test
case and further decreased as compared to the analysis of the effective
inflow angles due to the nonlinear lift behavior that occurs for the
range of αe of this test case. Furthermore, the gust frequency is lower,
which leads to an overall decreased significance of the unsteady lift
contributions: in particular, for the outer part of the wing.
For performing the comparison between the nonintrusive load

measurements and the root force measured with the force balance,
the lift distributions for both dynamic test cases are integrated along
the span. The temporal variation of the spanwise-integrated lift force
is shown for both test cases in Fig. 30. The variation of the lift is
considerably larger for the gustwith fg � 5.7 Hz atα � 5 deg, with
a peak-to-peak amplitude of almost 3 N, as compared to less than 1 N
for the gust with fg � 3.2 Hz at α � 10 deg. The analysis of the

separate contributions of the unsteady and quasi-steady terms to the
lift reveals that the unsteady terms cause a phase lag of the lift for the
gust with fg � 5.7 Hz of Δt∕T � 0.029, as compared to the quasi-

steady lift. For the gust with fg � 3.2 Hz, the contribution of the

unsteady terms to the overall lift is always below 0.1 N, and thus
negligible.
The inertial loads as determined from the time series of the

reconstructed wing shapes and Eq. (4) as described in Sec. II.B are

shown in Figs. 31 and 32 for the two dynamic test cases, respectively.

The plots show the variation of the sectional inertial force over the

period at three spanwise locations. The temporal behavior of the

inertial load is qualitatively identical along the span, with the load

magnitude increasing with the spanwise coordinate.

As for the aerodynamic load, the inertial load is integrated along

the span to validate the nonintrusive measurements with the force

balance, as shown in Fig. 33 for both dynamic test cases. The

magnitudes of the inertial force are similar for both test cases. When

compared to the aerodynamic force, the amplitudes of the inertial

force are significant: for the gust with fg � 5.7 Hz the amplitude of

the inertial force is around 37% of the temporal mean of the aerody-

namic force; and for the gust with fg � 3.2 Hz, the inertial force

amplitude is 29% of the aerodynamic force. The phase difference

between the inertial force of the two cases is around one-quarter of the
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Fig. 28 Unsteady lift (solid lines) and quasi-steady lift (dashed

lines) over the period at α � 5 deg for the gust with fg � 5.7 Hz.
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Fig. 29 Unsteady lift (solid lines) andquasi-steady lift (dashed lines) over

the period at α � 10 deg for the gust with fg � 3.2 Hz.
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Fig. 30 Root force over the period resulting from the aerodynamic load
for both dynamic test cases.
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Fig. 32 Inertial loads at different spanwise locations for the gust with
fg � 3.2 Hz at α � 10 deg.
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Fig. 31 Inertial loads at different spanwise locations for the gust with
fg � 5.7 Hz at α � 5 deg.
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period as a result of the phase lag differences in the wing dynamic
response (see Table 3).
The root forces obtained with the integrated measurement

approach in terms of the aerodynamic force and the sum of aerody-
namic and inertial forces according to Eq. (5) are compared to the

force balancemeasurements for the two dynamic test cases in Figs. 34
and 35, respectively. The dynamic behavior clearly differs between
the two test cases. In the first case (Fig. 34), the inertial force nearly

balances the dynamic variation of the aerodynamic force over the
period such that the root force is approximately constant. In the

second case (Fig. 35), a strong dynamic variation of the root force
is observed, which is mainly contributed by the variation of the
inertial force; whereas the aerodynamic force is approximately

constant.

A good agreement between the results from the integrated meas-
urement approach and the force balance is observed in both dynamic
test cases. The root mean square of the difference between the non-
intrusive measurement and the force balance is 0.56 N for the gust
with fg � 5.7 Hz, which corresponds to 13.1% of the mean root
force over the periodmeasuredwith the force balance in this case. For
the gust with fg � 3.2 Hz, the root-mean-square difference between

the measurements is 0.28 N, which corresponds to 3.8% of the mean
root force measured with the balance. The differences between non-
intrusive and balance measurements are mostly within the standard
deviation of the balance measurements, which are indicated by error
bars in the plots. The relatively larger differences between the force
balance measurements and the nonintrusive measurements for the
gust with fg � 5.7 Hz are presumed to be produced by the higher-

frequency contents of the structural response of the wing to the gust
excitation because the wing was excited between the frequencies of
the first and second bending modes (see Table 1). The higher-
frequency content of the structural response is not present in the
nonintrusive measurement due to the phase-averaging approach.
However, even in this case, the root mean square of the difference
between the twomeasurements is smaller than the standard deviation
of the balance measurements from different acquisitions of the same
test condition, which is 0.6N.

VI. Data Archive

The experimental data that are presented in this paper are available
in a data archive of the 4TU.ResearchData center [48].

VII. Conclusions

In this study, the aeroelastic response of a highly flexible wing to
steady and periodic unsteady inflowswas determined experimentally
in a wind-tunnel test. The wing that was investigated was the Delft–
Pazy wing, which is an adaptation of the Pazy aeroelastic benchmark
wing to be tested at lower freestream velocities. Two static test cases
with different angles of attack and two dynamic test cases with
different gust frequencies were considered. The measurements were
performedwith an integrated optical system,which providedLagran-
gian particle tracking measurements of the wing motion via surface
marker tracking and the flowfield around the wing by tracking the
helium-filled soap bubble flow tracers. These measurements were
postprocessed to obtain a reconstruction of the wing shape as well as
the phase-averaged flowfield based on the measurements with a
single system.
After the postprocessing of the measurements, the aerodynamic

loads and (in the dynamic test cases) the inertial loads acting on the
wing were determined through the application of physical models to
the measured data. In the test cases with steady inflow, the obtained
lift distributions were integrated along the span and compared to
the reference measurements with a force balance, yielding excellent
agreements with differences of around 1%. The analysis of the lift
distribution on the wing during the periodic gust encounter revealed
that for small wing deflections, the lift variation was sinusoidal and
could thus be directly linked to the gust forcing; whereas for the
dynamic test case with larger deflections, the temporal behavior of
the lift varied, depending on the spanwise location. The results of the
analysis of the unsteady aerodynamic and inertial loads were com-
pared to force balance measurements in terms of the force at the
root of the wing, yielding differences between around 4 and 13%.
A potential reason for these remaining differences is the phase-
averaging approach, which was used in this study to merge infor-
mation from different measurement volumes, and thus inherently
limited the temporal resolution of the measurement. A possible
improvement in future studies would be the use of more cameras
and light sources to capture the entire measurement volume instanta-
neously, thereby removing this limitation and allowing a more accu-
rate nonintrusive aeroelastic characterization.
The results of the integrated measurement approach presented

in this study provide insights into the static and dynamic aeroelastic
response of a highly flexible wing at a level of detail that is
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Fig. 34 Comparison of the root forces measured nonintrusively and
with the balance for the gust with fg � 5.7 Hz at α � 5 deg (aero.
denotes aerodynamic).
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Fig. 33 Root force over the period resulting from the inertial load for

both dynamic test cases.
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Fig. 35 Comparison of the root forces measured nonintrusively and
with the balance for the gust with fg � 3.2 Hz at α � 10 deg.
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unattainable with conventional measurement approaches that are
based on installed sensors. Particularly relevant are the measure-
ments of the lift distributions along the entire span during the gust
encounter, which are useful for the validation of the unsteady
aerodynamic models implemented in aeroelastic simulation tools.

The use of a single measurement system for aerodynamic and
structural measurements simplifies the experimental setup and data
processing as compared to the coordinated use of multiple meas-
urement systems, which makes the approach presented in this study
a promising method for producing experimental reference data for
dynamic aeroelastic problems of different kinds in the future, such
as limit-cycle oscillations. The determination of the drag force from
nonintrusive flowfield measurements is important for such oscilla-
tions and other large-amplitude scenarios, and it will be investigated
in such future studies.

Appendix: Measurements of the Gust Inflow

The variation of the transversal velocity component v�t� in the
inflow due to the operation of the gust generator has been estimated
based on the ensemble-averaged LPT flowfield measurements. To

minimize the interaction between the wing and the gust, the gust
inflow is analyzed upstream of thewing at the streamwise location of
x∕c � −0.75, which corresponds to the upstream edge of the field of
view of the LPT system. To obtain the gust inflowmeasurements, the
phase-averaged measurements of the transversal velocity component
at the considered streamwise location are averaged over an area that
is centered at midspan of the deflected wing and spans 0.5s in the
spanwise direction and 0.4s in the transversal direction for each of
the 25 phase instants. At the considered streamwise location, the
influence of the wing on the transversal flow velocity is nonzero;
therefore, the transversal velocity is given as the sum of the con-
tributions of the gust and the velocity induced by the wing: v�t� �
vgust�t� � vwing�t�. To determine the gust velocity only, it is assumed

that the velocity induced by the wing at x∕c � −0.75 does not vary
strongly over time such that vgust�t� ≈ v�t� − v�t�. The transversal

gust velocity measurements obtained with this approximation are
shown in Fig. A1 for the gust with a frequency of f � 5.7 Hz and
in Fig. A2 for the gust with a frequency of f � 3.2 Hz. The mea-
surements for both gusts are well approximated with a sinusoidal
fit that uses the inverse of the gust frequency as the period length.
Operating the gust generator at the higher frequency of f � 5.7 Hz
produces gust measurements with a transversal velocity amplitude

of v̂gust � 0.81 m ⋅ s−1 that is around 20% larger than the value

of v̂gust � 0.65 m ⋅ s−1 that is obtained for the lower frequency of

f � 3.2 Hz. The sinusoidal fits to the gust measurements are used to
align the gusts in time throughout the paper such that, for both gust
frequencies, the time instant t∕T � 0 corresponds to the time instant
at which the gust arrives at the theoretical aerodynamic center of the
wing at x∕c � 0.25, based on the assumption that the gust convects
downstream from the measurement location with the freestream
velocity.
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Fig. A2 Measurements of the transversal gust velocity with a sinusoidal
fit for the gust with a frequency of f � 3.2 Hz.
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